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P r e p a r e f o r R i o t i n Eu r o Co l l a p s e
“Prepare for riot in euro collapse, Foreign Office tells embassies.” U.K. Telegraph, November 26, 2011. This story
which appeared in the Telegraph, British Newspaper, on
Saturday, November 26, 2011, emphasizes the point that
what had been virtually unthinkable a couple of months
ago is now increasingly plausible.

British embassies in the euro zone have been instructed to draw
up plans to help British citizens in the event of a collapse of the
euro, because such an event could bring on civil unrest and banking failures. “The Treasury confirmed this month that contingency
planning for a collapse was under way, and a senior minister has
now disclosed the extent of the Government’s (British) concern,
saying that Britain is planning on the basis that a euro collapse
is just a matter of time....The minister added, ‘It is in our interests
that they keep playing for time, because that gives us more time to
prepare.’” Telegraph, November 26, 2011.
“Foreign and Commonwealth Office instructions to embassies and
consulates request contingency planning for a currency collapse
that could leave Britons unable to access bank accounts or even
withdraw cash, and facing scenarios such as rioting and social unrest.” Ibid
Greece has already experienced several outbreaks of civil disorder
and British officials are afraid that similar scenes might ensue in
other countries if the euro collapses.
The euro drama is becoming increasingly tense as reports from
Madrid suggested that the new Popular Party government could
seek a bail-out from either the European Union rescue fund of the
International Monetary Fund or both. Meanwhile, there is increasing concern regarding Italy, whose new government paid record interest rates on a debt issuance completed on November 25, 2011.
The yield on six month bills was 6.5%, which was nearly double the
rate paid only last month. The yield on two year bonds was 7.8%.

Clearly these rates are unsustainable. The Italian government will
be forced to raise more than E30billion by the end of January 2012.
Analysts contend that it is unlikely that all of those bonds will be
purchased, which barring ECB purchases could mean default.
Mario Monti, the newly installed and unelected Italian prime minister, has been in talks with Angela Merkel, the German Chancellor
and Nicholas Sarkozy, the French President and has told them that
an Italian collapse “would inevitably mean the end of the euro.”
“The European Union treaties that created the euro contain no provision for members to leave, meaning a break-up would be potentially chaotic. If euro zone governments defaulted on debts, European banks that held their bonds faced collapse.”
“Some analysts say such an event would risk the collapse of the
entire financial system, leaving banks unable to return money to
retail depositors and destroying companies dependent upon bank
credit.”
In the comment section of the Daily Telegraph written by Jeremy
Warner and published on November 25, 2011 entitled “Death of a
Currency as Eurogeddon Approaches,” the author is in no doubt
that the euro is now on its last legs and he presents a convincing
argument in support of his proposition. He writes, “The defining
moment was the fiasco over (November 23, 2011) bund auction,
reinforced yesterday by the spectacle of German sovereign bond
yields rising above those of the UK.”
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According to Mr. Warner and we agree with him, the fact that German bond yields have risen above British yields is in no way a vote of
confidence in the UK. In fact the British debt situation may be every bit as bad as Italy’s. What the climbing German bund yields are telling
the markets is that a complete collapse or break-up of the euro is now very much in the cards. Until the bund auction debacle and rising
German bund yields, it was possible to believe that Germany would capitulate to the pressures being placed upon her by countries such
as France and even Britain for goodness sake, to save the single currency at any cost.
“The prevailing view was that the German Chancellor didn’t really mean what she was saying, or was only saying it to placate the German voters. When finally she came to peer over the precipice, she would retreat from her hard-line position and compromise. Self interest
alone would force Germany to act.”
“But there comes a point in every crisis where the consensus suddenly shatters. That’s what has just occurred, and with good reason.
In recent days, it has become plain as a pikestaff that the lady’s not for turning. This has caused remaining international confidence in
the euro to evaporate, and even German bunds to lose their ‘risk free’ status. The crisis is no longer confined to the sinners of the south.
Suddenly, no one wants to hold euro-denominated assets of any variety, and that includes what had previously been thought the euro
zone safe haven of German bunds.”
“Investors have gone on strike. The Americans are getting their money out as fast as they decently can. British banks have stopped lending to all but their safest euro zone counterparts, and even those have been denied access to dollar funding.” What this means is that
credit in Europe is grinding to a halt and it is likely only a matter of time before banks start to call-in their loans.
“What we are witnessing is awesome stuff-the death throes of a currency. And not just any old currency either, but what when it was
launched was confidently expected to take its place alongside the dollar as one of the world’s major reserve currencies. That promise
today looks to be in ruins.”
Planning for the worst is prevalent throughout Europe and everyone is trying to figure out just how bad things might be. “What they are
preparing for is the biggest mass default in history (I want you to reflect on what Mr. Warner has written here and the probable implications). There’s no orderly way of doing this. European finance and trade is too far integrated to allow for an easy unwinding of contracts.
It’s going to be anarchy.”
This contingency planning is so far confined to the bureaucrats. “Europe’s political elite, as ever several steps behind the reality, still
regards the prospect as unimaginable. They need to wake up fast; it’s happening before their very eyes. In its current form, the single
currency may have been always doomed, but it has been greatly helped on its way by an extraordinary inept series of policy errors.” Ibid
Mr. Warner cites three such errors and they are as follows:
1.
Angela Merkel’s and Nicholas Sarkozy’s threatening to force Greece out of the Euro, if it failed to buckle under and play by their
rules. Markets responded by avoiding funding suspect Euro countries, making it difficult for these countries to fund themselves.
2.
In an attempt to underpin confidence in the banks they were forced to mark their sovereign debt to market. This essentially
destroyed the concept that all sovereign debt was a ‘risk free’ asset by forcing banks for the first time to apply capital to their sovereign
debt exposures.
The banks, not surprisingly, stopped buying sovereign bonds, again making it harder for governments to fund debt.
3.
“But, perhaps the biggest sin of the lot was effectively to render all credit default swaps (a form of insurance against default) on
sovereign debt essentially worthless, or void, by making the Greek default ‘voluntary.’” (Not as such, an actual default)
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“This has made it impossible to hedge against euro zone sovereign debt purchases, and thereby destroyed the market. Worse, it has
made investors believe that the euro cannot be trusted, that it’ll repeatedly find ways of reneging on contract. That’s the point of no return.
This is no longer a serious currency.” Ibid
Wolfgang Munchau in the Financial Times on Monday, November 28th. in an article entitled, “The euro zone really has only days to avoid
a financial collapse,” writes “Last week the crisis reached a new qualitative stage. With the spectacular flop of the German bond auction
and the alarming rise in short-term rates in Spain and Italy, the government bond market across the euro zone has ceased to function.”
“The banking sector, too, is broken. Important parts of the euro zone economy are cut off from credit. The euro zone is now subject to a
run by global investors, and a quiet bank run among its citizens.”
“This massive erosion of trust has also destroyed the main plank of the rescue strategy. The European Financial Stability Facility derives
its firepower from the guarantees of its shareholders. As the crisis has spread to France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Austria, the EFSF
itself is affected by the contagious spread of the disease. Unless something very drastic happens, the euro zone could break up very
soon.”
With the focus on the euro, one tends to ignore the concurrent crisis, the European banking system which is saddled with massive
amounts of sovereign debt, like Greek, Portuguese, Spanish and Italian bonds. It is for this reason that inter-bank lending in Europe has
all but dried up; banks simply don’t trust each other. This prompted the action by the Federal Reserve on Wednesday, November 30, 2011,
to slash the rates it charges the European Central Bank for short term dollar loans from 1.1% to 0.6%. This cheaper dollar swap line will
allow the ECB to provide cheaper dollar loans to European banks.
As the euro zone crisis has intensified, European banks have faced considerable difficulty in obtaining financing. In September, the ECB
offered banks three month dollar loans, but the new deal makes it far cheaper for banks to borrow short term dollars. Nevertheless, banks
may still be somewhat reluctant to turn to the central bank for cheap dollars. “The main reason for banks not using the swap lines is probably stigma. It’s the danger that somebody will find out and say: ‘why are you going to the central bank, rather than the money markets,
where you can borrow much more cheaply?’” “said Walter Meier, a spokesman for the Swiss National Bank.” Financial Times, Thursday,
December 4, 2011.
“Even as the shadow of a global credit crunch rapidly fell over markets and economies, the euphoric reaction to concerted action by major
central banks showed that market participants still held out hope that salvation is possible.”
“The accelerating pace at which the squeeze in credit markets has tightened is frightening. Most European banks seemed to have positioned themselves well by fulfilling most of their 2011 funding requirements by the end of the summer. But the intensifying drought in
interbank lending and unsecured term debt, together with a decision to shore up capital solidity, mean that banks increasingly prefer to
place their spare cash on deposit with the European Central Bank, rather than lending it out either to other banks in need of funding or to
European business and households.” Financial Times, Saturday December 3, 2011.
Below we give you a link from ‘Business Insider’ listing “20 Banks That Will Get Crushed If The PIIGS Go Bust.”
http://www.businessinsider.com/commerzbank-bad-bank-2011-11
“A spokesman for David Cameron, the UK prime minister said: ‘We are experiencing a credit crunch. The action by the central banks is
about mitigating that credit crunch.’” Ibid. When debt goes bad as it is now doing, not only in Europe, but all over the world, credit ceases
to function. There is no way that plowing more money into the banks can get credit flowing again. The bank books are filled with under
and non-performing loans and derivatives, all of which are priced at par value.
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Germany in the leading role and France playing the supporting cast are working on a last ditch effort to save the euro this Friday, December 10, 2011, when all EU leaders meet. In the meantime Mrs. Merkel, the German Chancellor and Mr. Nicholas Sarkozy, the French
president have been meeting in an effort to reach an agreed upon agenda for the meeting. It seems that Angela Merkel is driving towards
fiscal union, which would mean that European leaders would have to agree to relinquish economic sovereignty and be subjected to close
central supervision. Mrs. Merkel said “we are going to Brussels with the goal of achieving treaty change.” She wants the ‘supra-national’
Commission and European Court of Justice to enforce euro rules-“The lessons from the debt crisis are simple: rules must be adhered to
in the future, compliance must be controlled and for non-compliance there must be consequences. We are not just talking about a stability
union. We are beginning to create one.”
Mr. Sarkozy has to temper his language. He said “the reform of Europe is not a march towards supra-nationality. The integration of Europe
will go the inter-governmental way.” Leftist MP Jean-Marie Le Guen compared Mr. Sarkozy’s subservience to the German Chancellor akin
to the French premier, Deladier’s capitulation to Hitler at Munich in 1938. The prominent French socialist Arnaud Montebourg equates
Mr.Sarkozy’s groveling to the humiliating defeat to the Prussians at Sedan in 1870-“The time has come to take on the political confrontation with Germany and defend our values.”
Under these circumstances it is difficult to see that there can be any consensus at the Brussels’ meeting. The real problem for the euro is
the “corrosive 30pc currency misalignment between North and South, and the German-Dutch trade surplus.” Evans-Pritchard, Ambrose,
The Telegraph, December 4, 2011.
Angela Merkel understands full well the necessity of saving the euro, because as she says, “We are saving (German) banks and ourselves and our jobs.”
But the price that she demands from spendthrift countries is Teutonic retribution and forces on these countries severe austere measures,
which they must undertake in an effort to bring down their debt. That’s not going to work, austerity and growth don’t work well together.
“Historians can only smile, or weep. Germany is unwittingly doing to Spain exactly what America did to Weimar Germany after flooding
the country with cheap capital in the late 1920s. When Wall Street cut off funds and ended the credit boom, Germany collapsed.” Ibid
We might say that it is not only Spain that is being hurt by German credit tightening, but Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Italy. The euro
was a means that provided these profligate countries with cheap credit to buy superior German manufactured goods. Much like American
credit in the 1920s was extended to several different countries, particularly Germany and Austria, to provide the means for these countries
to purchase American goods. We have returned to the 1930s and the previous Longwave winter when credit can no longer be extended.
Below we show you a link to a BBC graphic-“Euro debt web: Who owes what to whom?”
http://www.linkedin.com/share?viewLink=&sid=s728104048&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.co.uk%2Fnews%2Fbusiness-15748696&ur
lhash=fjvd&pk=nprofile-view-success&pp=1&poster=1595280&uid=5547231494189088768&trk=NUS_UNIU_SHARE-title
I am not at all surprised by the pending euro collapse; indeed I have long predicted it. What is surprising to me is that hardly anyone else
predicted it. Why didn’t they? Many are still in denial. Many years ago I said that the euro would never survive a long wave winter, because
it was a cobbled political currency. In other words European politicians had fused a European state currency without creating a singular
political union. I knew that as soon as the debt bubble was to burst as it always does in a long wave winter that the euro currency would
be destroyed. In fact I should add that most currencies are about to succumb to debt.
My prediction about the world monetary crisis has been made many times in past issues. In The Long Wave Analyst Special Edition, dated
September 1999, I wrote: “The beginnings of a Longwave winter traditionally brings a collapse in the international financial structure due
to the enormous increase in debt which has occurred during the two previous Kondratieff seasons. Indeed, this winter brings with it a
probable collapse of the world monetary system.”
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This has happened many times before and anyone with more than a superficial grasp of monetary history should have been able to see
the writing on the wall. For us with our comprehensive knowledge of the long wave cycle, the writing was in big bold letters-“It’s the Debt,
Stupid.” The Long Wave Analyst, Vol. 5, Issue 1, January 2003.
Our understanding of the Longwave Cycle has allowed us to make many accurate economic and financial predictions. To have been able
to have done this, all we had to know is where precisely we were situated within the Longwave Cycle. We knew with a high degree of
certainty that the Longwave Winter began with the autumn stock market peak, starting with the DJIA in January 2000, the Nasdaq high in
March 2000 and the S & P 500 top in April 2000; concurrent with these market highs, U.S. consumer confidence reached a record high in
January 2000; the Dow/Gold ratio also reached a record high of 43.85 in July 1999. These extreme high values were conclusive evidence
that the fourth Long Wave Winter commenced in early 2000.
Each Longwave season possesses similar characteristics. Thus, it is relatively easy to predict the likely important economic and financial
events in each season. We know that the past three Longwave winters all shared the same characteristics. The underlying theme of each
of them was the economy suffered a deflationary depression brought about by a collapse in the debt bubble that had been initiated principally during the autumn of the cycle. Thus, we can confidently predict that this winter will be no different than the previous three Longwave
winters, that is, the economy will be mired in a debilitating deflationary depression, which given the enormous debt problems will likely be
far more savage than the 1930s experience.

Chart: chpc.biz
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We also know that the bursting of the debt bubble in the previous three Longwave winters led to large scale banking failures and major
bankruptcies on the part of the debtors. So we can predict a similar outcome and indeed have several times made such an assertion,
creditors and debtors alike would suffer bankruptcy as debt overwhelmed the economy. The Federal Reserve has now admitted that it
pumped more than $7 trillion (U.S.) into mainly American banks, but foreign ones also, to prevent them from going under in 2008. No
doubt that it will require substantially more than that the next time around, which is fast approaching.
The Longwave winter is also the season when we can expect the biggest stock and real estate bear markets of our lifetime, much as the
preceding autumn bull market in stocks and real estate constituted the biggest bull markets of our lifetime and of the cycle. The real estate
market in the United States has only just begun its winter bear market. We expect that eventually real estate prices will return to 1980
levels. Here in Canada, they have hardly begun to feel the winter onslaught, but with Canadian consumer debt at record levels, it cannot
be long before Canadian real estate prices emulate the home prices of our southern neighbour (see chart above).
As for stock prices, they have performed remarkably well given the deteriorating worldwide economy, but we are convinced that a massive
drop in stock prices is imminent (I shall cover my outlook for stock prices in next week’s Economic Winter).
In addition to all the afore mentioned predictions, we were also able to anticipate a major gold bull market that would begin with the onset
of winter. That prediction has stood us in good stead, not only have I been able accumulate the precious metal from the onset of the bull
market, but I have also been invested in junior precious metals companies since 1999, which have reaped a compounded annual rate of
return of 69% to the end of 2010. (That annual compounded rate of return will be reduced by a poor performance in 2011).
The point that I am trying to make is that due to a thorough understanding of the Longwave Cycle, we can with a high degree of accuracy
predict future economic and financial events and we can invest accordingly. Dr. Joseph Shumpeter, who undertook extensive studies of
economic cycles at Harvard University in the 1930s wrote, “The Kondratieff Wave is the single most important tool in economic forecasting.” Obviously we concur. What I am most proud of is that I have managed to expand the cycle far beyond anything Nicolai Kondratieff
ever envisaged. That doesn’t take anything away from him, because without his discovery of the cycle my improvement of his work could
never have occurred.
The most important thing that we have to understand about financial and economic cycles is that they progress in a natural rhythm and
that is particularly true of the Longwave Cycle. They are like the four seasons of the year, they repeat with monotonous regularity and thus
they are easily predictable. Because cycles are natural occurrences, man cannot intervene in their evolution.
It is only when we reach the winter of the Longwave Cycle that we witness the determination of man (the powers that be) to thwart the
natural progress of the cycle. Because in the winter cycle is when the economy dies, overcome by the destruction of the debt bubble. This
results in massive human misery, which makes people very angry. Governments and central banks do all that they can to respond to the
economic calamity, but to no avail, because the course of the Longwave Cycle overrides the power of man. Every Longwave winter has
followed a similar pattern of a deflationary depression resulting in major bankruptcies including banking failures and high unemployment.
Despite the considerable efforts of the U.S. Government, the 1930s winter depression was only halted after America entered the Second
World War .
The worldwide currency collapse now in progress is similar to the monetary collapse of the previous Longwave winter and, like then
there is no way that politicians and central bankers will be able to halt the demolition of the international monetary system. The initial
collapse, as in 1931, is originating in Europe; from Europe the focus will shift to the large debtor nations like the United States and Great
Britain and their currencies will be attacked and bond yields will be forced higher just as they are now rising in virtually all the European
countries. In his memoirs, President Hoover, introduced chapter 7 in this way: “In the spring of 1931, just as we had begun to entertain
well founded hopes that we were on the way out of the depression, our latent fears of Europe were realized in a gigantic explosion which
shook the whole foundations of the world’s economic, political, and social structure. At last the malign forces arising from the economic
consequences of the war, the Versailles Treaty, the postwar military alliances with their double prewar armament, their frantic public works
programs to meet unemployment, their unbalanced budgets and the inflations, all tore their systems asunder.” History is indeed repeating
and right on cue.
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The recent summit in Europe was disastrous. It solved nothing and as the Financial Times noted on Wednesday December 7, 2011, “The stakes are very high at Friday’s summit. The world cannot afford another half-baked solution.” But that’s exactly what we got and the euro is doomed and with that the European economy is facing a frightening depression. It won’t stop
there, it will be crossing the Atlantic in short order and from there it will cross the Pacific to the Far East. ‘It’s the debt, stupid.’

Photo-I. A. Gordon, December 12, 2011.
Morning winter walk along the Serpentine River, Surrey, British Columbia with the two girls (dogs) Maggie and Pippa.
Wishing you a very Happy Christmas and Health and Happiness throughout the coming Year.
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